
Tequipment 911 GT3/GT3 RS
Motorsport Accessories



Front air outlet in carbon

Motorsport Accessories from 

Porsche Tequipment

From the beginning, motorsport and 

the racetrack have been integral to 

the Porsche development and testing 

programme. Nowhere else are a 

vehicle and its components sub-

jected to such rigourous demands. 

For the race track and every day 

use, the motorsport accessories 

from Porsche Tequipment offer 

extraordinary driving dynamics, 

exceptional stability and excellent 

durability. Developed by motorsport 

engineers who also construct 

Porsche race cars and provide 

trackside support, these technolo-

gies have made the direct transition 

from the racetrack to the road.

Front air outlet in carbon

This restyled front air outlet made 

from carbon is weight-saving and 

expresses all the excitement of the 

racetrack.

Only available for the 911 GT3/ 

GT3 RS up to and including 

02/2008.

Air collector intakes in carbon 

(Ram Air)

Carbon is a lightweight and robust 

material. Used on the Carrera GT 

and now available to order, these 

two carbon air collector intakes 

have been optimised for low weight. 

With increasing vehicle speed, they 

force additional air into the engine 

and engine compartment.

Only available for the 911 GT3/ 

GT3 RS up to and including 

02/2008 and for the 911 GT3  

from 04/2009.
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Exterior mirror in carbon

Exterior mirrors finished in carbon 

look great on the racetrack, and 

now they can look great on the 

road, too. Sporty and imposing, 

they enhance the powerful appear-

ance of your 911 GT3/GT3 RS.

Titanium tailpipe

A dual-tube tailpipe manufactured 

from exceptionally lightweight  

titanium. For a special motorsport 

effect, the white metallic  finish  

turns bluish in colour when hot. 

Only available for the 911 GT3/ 

GT3 RS up to and including 

02/2008 and for the 911 GT3  

from 04/2009.

Exterior mirror in carbon

Decorative wheel rim strips

This high-quality decorative film 

 featuring the Porsche logo is a real 

eye-catcher. It is manufactured from 

the same material as the racing 

decals used in Porsche motorsport. 

Available in a choice of colours. 

Only available for the 911 GT3/ 

GT3 RS up to and including  

02/2008.                            
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19-inch GT3 wheel with central wheel bolt anodised in Red

Decorative wheel rim strips 

Titanium tailpipe

19-inch GT3 wheels

From the racetrack to the road, 

with the titanium-coloured 19-inch 

GT3 wheel set. The  central wheel 

bolt with red anodised finish is 

included. After a session out on 

the race circuit on your choice of 

racing tyres, simply restore the 

standard wheel and tyre combina-

tion before making the journey 

home.

Only available for the 911 GT3 

from 04/2009 and for the  

911 GT3 RS from 12/2009.

Central wheel bolt  

anodised in Red

A motorsport-derived feat of 

 engineering. In typical Porsche 

style, the colour red  indicates  

the direction of rotation, for  

fast wheel changes and a  

clear reference to the world  

of motorsport.

Only available for the 911 GT3 

from 04/2009 and for the  

911 GT3 RS from 12/2009.
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Spoiler lip on rear wing in carbon 

(Gurney Flap)

The spoiler lip on the rear wing is 

essential to motorsport. A subtle 

detail for a high-performance look. 

Only available for the 911 GT3/

GT3 RS up to and including 

02/2008 and for the 911 GT3 

from 04/2009.

Air collector intakes in carbon (Ram Air)

Spoiler lip on rear wing in carbon (Gurney Flap)
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Porsche strongly recommends the 

use of genuine Porsche parts and 

accessories. Porsche cannot accept 

liability for damages resulting from 

the use of third party products.

Porsche reserves the right to alter 

specifications and other product 

information without prior notice. 

Colours and materials may differ 

from those illustrated. 

Errors and omissions excepted. 

Subject to change without notice.

Products may vary from market to 

market due to local restrictions and 

regulations. The models illustrated 

may feature optional equipment that  

is not included in the respective 

Tequipment package.

For further information, please visit 

www.porsche.com.
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